My opinion on the Google car is that I think that it was a cool creation, but very
unsafe. The reason I believe that his is unsafe is because, for one reason, it is ran by a
computer. that is bad because all computers can be hacked and if the computer was
hacked, the person can make you crash or can bring you anywhere they want.
Another reason a Google care is an unsafe idea is because computers can be
slow. If the computer was slow it may turn a corner late or too soon, it could also stop at a
light or sign too late. There are many possibilities where you could crash if the computer
was slow.
I also think that a self driving car is just helping the human race become lazier. I
strongly think that the Google car is a bad idea. My reason for that is because the computer
could be hacked or be too slow and both of those could lead to crashes. Plus, it will help
humans become more lazy.
By Tina Griffin
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I think that the Google car is both good and bad. It has many benefits, such as blind
people gaining the ability to drive and easier travel. However, it has many dangerous or
bad thing about it. Computers crash, glitch, and lag all the time. How can we count on
Google car to get us to the places we need when we know that the computer might fail at
any moment?
Blind people now have the ability to drive, but we very well could kill all of them if the
Google car fails and crashes. Even with the steering wheel and brakes still there, blind
people are incapable of driving the car if the computer does crash. On the other hand, it
offers more freedom to use your hands while in the car, preventing accidents caused by
texting and driving.
Altogether, I feel that the Google car could turn out both ways. The computer in it
could prove to be faulty, but the car gives freedom to travel to the handicapped. We will just
have to wait and see where this takes us.
By Madisyn Nelson

